


Unit Business communication skills Reading and listening Language links

01
Who are you? 

p8

Greetings and introductions
Roleplay Introducing yourself and 
making small talk
Talking about figures and numbers
Spelling names and abbreviations

Reading
Articles: Valuable brands; Young billionaires
Listening
Greetings and introductions
Numbers
Spelling names

Phrase bank Greetings, meeting 
and asking about people
Vocabulary Greetings, Countries 
and nationalities, Spelling
Grammar The verb to be, Subject 
pronouns

02
Anytime, anywhere

p15

Asking and answering questions
Discussing opinions on phone use 
Roleplay Explaining why you cannot talk 
on the phone

Reading
Quiz: Mobile phone etiquette
Article: Smartphone addicts
Technology blog: Tablets
Listening
Mobile phone conversations

Phrase bank Using mobile phones
Vocabulary Using a mobile
Grammar Present Simple

03
Daily routine 

p21

Asking about working conditions
Fluency Talking about personal space 
at work
Asking about people’s daily routines
Discussing opinions on email

 In Company interviews Units 1–3

Reading
Articles: Hot-desking; Daily routine; Email use
Listening
Survey about sharing office space

Phrase bank Routines
Vocabulary Collocations, Word 
building, Prepositions
Grammar Present Simple 
questions, Adverbs of frequency

04
Survival skills:

Eating out 
p28

Discussing business lunches
Describing favourite food
Roleplay Making conversation in a 
restaurant

Reading
Article: Tips for a successful business lunch
Listening
Conversations in a restaurant

Workplace 
scenario A: 

Show me the ropes
p30

Discussing your first day at work
Roleplay Showing a new employee 
around the office

Reading
Web page: Welcoming employees

 In Company in action
A1: A new employee  A2: Show me the ropes

05
The conference 

p32

Discussing the features of a conference 
centre
Comparing different conference centres
Roleplay Making enquiries about a 
conference centre
Describing your  breakfast

Reading
Conference centre brochure
Emails about a business trip
Article: Eating a good breakfast
Listening
Conversation about a conference centre’s facilities

Phrase bank Discussing 
arrangements
Vocabulary Conference centres, 
Sending an email
Grammar there is / there are, have 
got

06
Can you or can’t you? 

p39

Talking about abilities
Discussing who you can or cannot trust
Describing what is permitted and not 
permitted
Fluency Discussing identity theft
Writing Job applications

Reading
Articles: Trusting corporate bosses; Identity theft
Listening
A job interview
Opinions on corporate bosses
Description of an airport transport service

Phrase bank Ability, permission 
and possibility; business 
correspondence
Vocabulary At the airport, 
The interview
Grammar can/can’t

07
Entrepreneurs

p46

Talking about the past
Fluency Asking and answering questions 
about a company’s history

 In Company interviews Units 5–7

Reading
Profile of Dame Anita Roddick
Company histories of Starbucks and Ikea
Listening
Asking about past events
Questions and answers about a company’s history

Phrase bank Company histories
Vocabulary Parts of speech
Grammar was/were, Past Simple 
regular verbs

08
Survival skills:

Hotels 
p54

Ordering food in a hotel dining room
Roleplay Making a complaint in a hotel

Listening
Conversations at a hotel reception

Workplace 
scenario B: 

Put your heads together
p56

Problems with customers
Roleplay A meeting to discuss a problem

Reading
Tips for running a successful meeting

 In Company in action
B1: A lost order  B2: Putting our heads together

09
What happened? 

p58

Talking about the past
Roleplay Talking about your day 
Talking about what you did yesterday
Talking about popular products
Discussing your past education

Reading
Article: Popular products
Listening
Conversation about the day’s events
Conversation about a man’s education

Phrase bank Talking about the 
past
Vocabulary Collocations, 
Prepositions
Grammar Past Simple irregular 
verbs

10
Travelling light

p64

Describing what you are wearing
Talking about what to take on a business 
trip
Discussing types of luggage
Roleplay Asking about items in a shop

Reading
Article: Guide to bundle wrapping clothes
Listening
Advice on how to prepare for a business trip
Conversations in a shop

Phrase bank Talking about travel
Vocabulary Business travel
Grammar Countable nouns, 
Uncountable nouns, some in offers 
and requests

11
Weather watch

p71

Discussing how the weather affects us 
Fluency Comparing weather conditions
Describing your last holiday

 In Company interviews Units 9–11

Reading
Article: Insurance for bad weather
Listening
Conversations about the weather
Description of a holiday

Phrase bank The weather
Vocabulary Compound words, like
Grammar Comparative and 
superlative adjectives
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Unit Business communication skills Reading and listening Language links

12
Survival skills:

On the road
p78

Discussing the advantages and 
disadvantages of hiring a car
Roleplay Describing problems with a hire 
car and finding solutions

Reading
Web page: Advice about hiring a car
Listening
Conversation at a car hire desk
Problems with a hire car

Workplace 
scenario C: 
You can’t miss it

p80

Giving directions
Roleplay Asking for and giving directions

Reading
Email giving directions

 In Company in action
C1: You can’t miss it  C2: A change of plan

13
Getting there 

p82

Discussing commuting by rail
Talking about rail and bus services
Fluency Talking about how long you 
spend doing different things

Reading
Articles: Commuting stress; Commuting  and time
Listening
Someone describing their journey to work
People talking about their commuting experiences

Phrase bank Getting to work
Vocabulary Transport, 
Expressions with get
Grammar Verbs and prepositions 
of movement 

14
Trends 

p89

Talking about your current situation
Fluency Discussing social, business, 
technology and fashion trends

Reading
Articles: 3D printers; How people use their time; 
Social trends in Britain
Listening
Conversations about what’s happening now

Phrase bank Temporary 
situations, describing change
Vocabulary Daily activities
Grammar Present Continuous, 
Present Continuous vs Present 
Simple

15
Work and health 

p96

Discussing absenteeism
Deciding how to reduce absenteeism
Roleplay Discussing problems and 
possible solutions

 In Company interviews Units 13–15

Reading
Articles: Absenteeism; The advantage of having a 
mother
Listening
Employees phoning in sick

Phrase bank Work and health, 
making decisions
Vocabulary Health
Grammar going to + verb, Subject 
questions

16
Survival skills:

Up in the air
p104

Talking about common air travel 
problems
Fluency Discussing airport facilities
Roleplay Discussing a problem at the 
airport

Reading
Article: Problems with a new airport terminal
Listening
Airport announcements
Complaints about air travel

Workplace 
scenario D: 
On top of things

p106

Talking about flexitime and homeworking
Roleplay Finding solutions to problems 
at work

Reading
Article: Flexitime and homeworking

 In Company in action
D1: A bad report  D2: On top of things

17
Success and change 

p108

Discussing someone you admire
Talking about experiences 
Comparing tablets and laptops
Describing changes in company logos
Fluency Talking about life changes
Talking about a company’s performance

Reading
Articles: Cambridge Satchel Company;  The use of 
tablets in business 
Balance sheet
Listening
Conversations about recent events

Phrase bank Talking about 
experience, news, recent events 
and change
Vocabulary The retail trade
Grammar Present Perfect, Present 
Perfect vs Past Simple

18
It won’t work 

p115

Discussing predictions about the future
Talking about attitudes to technology
Fluency Discussing possible future 
economic situations

Reading
Articles: Predictions about the future; The future 
of the Internet
Listening
People discussing predictions
Interview about using the Internet to sell 
products

Phrase bank Talking about the 
future and technology
Vocabulary Computers and the 
Internet
Grammar  will, Conditional 
sentences

19
Who’s calling? 

p122

Discussing phone calls and stress
Answering questions about phone use
Roleplay Checking and confirming 
information
Writing emails after phone messages

 In Company interviews Units 17–19

Reading
Article: Survey about telephone use
Listening
A telephonist describing her job 
Telephone numbers
Leaving messages

Phrase bank Reporting what 
people say, using the phone
Vocabulary Telephone phrases, 
Clarifying, Adjectives
Grammar say and tell, will for 
promises and predictions

20
Survival skills:

Accidents will happen 
p130

Giving advice to travellers to your country
Roleplay Describing health problems and 
offering advice

Reading
Article: Health insurance for business travel
Listening
Conversations about health problems

Workplace 
scenario E: 
Take the plunge

p132

Discussing feelings about making 
presentations
Roleplay Making presentations

Reading
Web page: Tips for making presentations

 In Company in action
E1: Take the plunge  E2: A presentation

Irregular verb list p134 Additional material p136  Listening scripts p148
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Seven seconds is the average 
length of time you have to 
make a first impression. 
If your first impression 
is not good, you won’t get 
another chance with that 
potential client.
Lydia Ramsey, The Sideroad 

What is the first question 
you ask when you meet 
someone new?

Who are you?
1  1.01–1.04 Listen to the conversations. Match the photos (A–D) to  
the conversations (1–4). 
1  2  3  4 

Learning objectives: 
Unit 1
Business communication skills 
Greetings and introductions; 
Roleplay: Introducing yourself 
and making small talk; 
Talking about figures and 
numbers; Spelling names and 
abbreviations
Reading Valuable brands; 
Young billionaires
Listening Greetings and 
introductions; Numbers; 
Spelling names
Phrase bank Greetings, 
meeting and asking about 
people
Vocabulary Greetings, 
Countries and nationalities, 
Spelling
Grammar The verb to be, 
Subject pronouns

01

2 Complete the phrases in the conversations. 
Conversation 1
A Excuse me, (a)   

  Mr Jensen?
B Yes, I am. Are you from Nixdorf?
A Yes, (b)   Saskia Slater. 

Pleased to meet you.
B Nice to meet you too.
A (c)     very tired 

after your flight?
B A little, but (d)   fine.
A Good. My car’s outside.
Conversation 2
A Hello. Are you one of the organizers?
B No, (e)    . 

I’m a delegate – Jeff Simpson, from CMG.
A Oh, I’m sorry. Pleased to meet you.
B And (f)   … Jacques Leclerk, 

from OT Incorporated.
A Yes, but how …?
B Your badge. Where (g)   

  from? France?
A No, (h)   Belgian, actually.

Conversation 3
A Hello, Enrique. How (i)   

  ?
B I’m fine, thanks. And you?
A Yes, I’m fine too. (j)   

  alone?
B Yes, (k)    .
A (l)     too. 

Would you like to join me?
B Okay, thanks.
Conversation 4
A Good afternoon. (m)   

from LPG.
B Ah, yes. Mr Poulson.
A No, (n)     

Mr Poulson. My surname is Leeman.
B Sorry about that. And your first 

name?
A Peter.
B Thank you, Mr Leeman. Right, 

(o)   in room 303. 
Here’s your key.

A Thank you.
B (p)   welcome.

3  1.01–1.04 Listen again and check your answers.

A

C

B

D

8 01 WHO ARE YOU?
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4 Complete the table.

Affirmative Contraction Negative Contraction
I am Belgian.
You are Belgian.
(d)   Belgian.

I’m Belgian.
(b)   Belgian.
We’re Belgian.

I am not Belgian.
You are not Belgian.
We are not Belgian.

(a)   Belgian.
You aren’t / (c)   Belgian.
(e)   / We’re not Belgian.

5 Work with a partner. Make a simple name badge or a business card for yourself. 
Use the prompts to practise the conversations.
a A Excuse / you (name)?
 B Yes / you from (company)?
 A Yes / (name) / Pleased / meet
 B Nice / meet / too
b A Hello / you (wrong name)?
 B No / (name) / from (company)
 A Sorry / Pleased / meet / I (name)
 B Where / from?
 A I / (country)

c A Hello (name) / How / you?
 B fine / you?
 A fine / too / alone?
 B Yes
 A join?
 B Okay / Thank
d A afternoon / from (company)?
 B Yes / you (name)?
 A No / I (name)
 B Right / Sorry / key

Numbers
1  1.05 Ninety or nineteen? Listen and underline the number you hear.
a 13  30
b 14  40

c 15  50
d 16  60

e 17  70
f  18  80

g 19  90

2 How do you say these numbers? Underline the part of the word that is stressed.
a eighteen eighty b thirteen thirty c sixteen sixty

3 Underline the correct form of the numbers.
a 200 two hundred / two hundreds
b 350 three hundred and fifty / three hundred five zero
c 4,335  four thousand, three hundred and thirty-five / four thousand and three hundred 

and thirty-five
d 4,035 four thousand, thirty and five / four thousand and thirty-five
e 2.5 two point five / two dot five
f 2.568 two point five hundred and sixty-eight / two point five six eight
g 6.005 six point zero zero five / six point five
h 3.09 three zero nine / three point zero nine

4  1.06 Write the numbers in words. Then listen and check your answers. 
Practise saying them aloud.
a 333  

b 3.33  

c 8,008  

d 8,088  

e 412  

f 6,107  

5  1.07 How do you say the following? Listen and repeat.
a $16m c €365 e 60c g €16.60 i €480m
b £1.40 d 20p f £9.90 h 5.6m Swiss francs

6  1.08–1.11 Listen to the conversations and write down the numbers you hear.
Conversation 1: £  
Conversation 2: $  

Conversation 3: €  
Conversation 4: €  

9
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Brand value

1  1.12 Complete the text above with the numbers in the box. Then listen to a 
conversation about Interbrand and check your answers.

seven    98.38    100    20    93.2

2 The text is about the value of brands. Find four other words in the text which are 
related to money.

3  1.13 Complete the conversation with the correct form of the verb to be. 
Listen and check your answers.
A Coca-Cola (a)   the top green brand in the world.
B No, it (b)  . Toyota is.
A The brand value of Honda (c)   18.4 billion dollars.
B Yes, that’s right.
A Volkswagen and Siemens (d)   French brands.
B No, they (e) . They’re German.

4 Work with a partner or with your teacher. Look at the table. Student A make six 
statements about the information – three correct and three incorrect. Student B confirm 
the information or correct it, as in 3. Then swap roles.

Rank Brand name Country of origin Brand value ($B) Global rank
1 Toyota Japan 35.3 10
2 Ford United States 9.1 42
3 Honda Japan 18.4 20
4 Panasonic Japan 5.8 68
5 Nissan Japan 6.2 65
6 Johnson & Johnson United States 4.7 81
7 Volkswagen Germany 11.1 34
8 Danone France 7.9 49
9 Nokia Finland 7.4 57
10 Dell United States 6.8 61
11 Sony Japan 8.4 46
12 Hewlett-Packard United States 25.8 15
13 BMW Germany 31.8 12
14 Nestlé Switzerland 7.5 56
15 Adidas Germany 7.5 55
16 Samsung South Korea 39.6 8
17 Mercedes-Benz Germany 31.9 11
18 Siemens Germany 8.5 45
19 Coca-Cola United States 79.2 3
20 L’Oréal France 9.8 39

Interbrand is a branding consultancy with 42 offices in 28 countries. It is the publisher of an annual report  
on the (a)   most valuable brands in the world.

In the latest report, the top brand is Apple. The estimated value of the Apple brand is (b)   billion 
dollars. It is a brand which is recognized all over the world, with 72 million Mac computers in use and more than  
50 billion downloads from the iTunes App Store.

The second most valuable brand is Google. It is worth (c)   billion dollars, according to Interbrand.  
The top (d)   brands in the list are all American.

The situation is different in another of Interbrand’s reports – the best green brands in the world. These are brands which 
are profitable, but the companies also work hard to have a positive effect on people and the environment. The top brand 
in this list is Toyota, the Japanese car company. It is also number ten in the global ranking of top brands. In the top 
(e)   green brands, five are American, five are German, five are Japanese and two are French. The other 
brands in the list – Nestlé, Samsung and Nokia – are from Switzerland, South Korea and Finland.

BEST GLOBAL GREEN BRANDS

BEST GLOBAL BRANDS

10 01 WHO ARE YOU?
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Young billionaires
1 Read the text and answer the questions.
a According to the text, how many billionaires are there in the world?
b How old is the youngest billionaire?

2  1.14 Listen to the conversation about one of the people on a list of the ten 
youngest billionaires and complete the questions below.
a   is number one on the list?
b     is he?
c   is he from?
d     married?
e     is he worth?
f       business is he in?

3  1.14 Listen again and make a note of the answers to the questions. 

4 Work with a partner or your teacher. Ask and answer questions about the people on 
a list of the ten youngest billionaires. Student A look at page 136. Student B look at page 
140.

5 Complete the text with the correct form of the verb to be.

6 Complete the table.

Affirmative Contraction Negative Contraction
He is the owner.
She is the owner.
It is the owner.
(g)   
the owners.

He’s the owner.
(b)   the owner.
(e)   the owner.
They’re the owners.

He is not the owner.
(c)   the owner.
It is not the owner.
They are not the owners.

(a)   / He’s not the owner.
She isn’t / (d)   the owner.
(f)   / It’s not the owner.
They aren’t / (h)   the 
owners.

7 Complete each sentence with a contraction.
a Fiat  It’s an Italian company.
b Mark Zuckerberg   the founder of Facebook.
c Coca-Cola and Pepsi   multinational drinks companies.
d Nike   a very well-known brand of clothing.
e fifty-five million euros   a lot of money!
f Angela Merkel   one of the most important politicians in Europe.

Many famous companies around the world (a)   family businesses. 
For example, Walmart (b)   a well-known chain of discount 
department stores in the USA with 1.3 million staff. Rob Walton (c)   
the present chairman of the company. He (d)   the son of the founder, 
Sam Walton.

In South Korea, members of the Koo family (e)   the owners of 
the LG Group. The company (f)   60 years old. Bon-Moo Koo, the 
current chairman and CEO of LG, (g)   the grandson of the first 
chairman of the company.

Carrefour, the first hypermarket chain in Europe, employs more than 350,000 
people. The son of co-founder Denis Defforey (h)   a shareholder 
and other family members (i)   on the board of directors.

Many other family businesses (j)   household names, like Ford, 
Samsung, BMW and Bosch. Together, they (k)   responsible for 
over 70% of the world’s GDP.

FAMOUS family  BUS INESSES

1O
Every year, Shanghai-based 
money magazine Hurun ranks 
the richest people on earth. 
The magazine indicates there 
are 1,453 US dollar billionaires 
across the world. The average 
age of these billionaires is 63, 
but there are also many young 
billionaires. These young 
billionaires are between 28 and 
34 years old and come from a 
mix of different backgrounds.

The Hurun Global Rich List is a 
ranking of the richest people  
on earth. According to Hurun, 
there are 1,453 US dollar 
billionaires in the world. The 
China-based wealth magazine 
reports that the average age of 
these billionaires is 63, but the 
age of the top ten youngest 
billionaires is between 28 and 
34. Four of them are self-made 
business people and the other 
six are from wealthy families.

    The  
TEN YOUNGEST 
BILLIONAIRES
  in the world
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Spelling
1  1.15 Listen to how the following abbreviations are pronounced.
a MBA c USA e UN g HTML i UK k AGM
b asap d GDP f EU h PDF j VAT l aka

2 What do the abbreviations in 1 stand for? Check your answers on page 137. 
Are they the same in your language?

3  1.16 Listen and underline the letters you hear.
a A / H / J / K c F / X / M / N e G / D / T / V g I / Y / R / O
b B / C / D / P d W / Q / U f S / Z / L

Now work with a partner. Say a letter from each group (a–g). Your partner points to the 
correct letter.

4 Work with a partner. Write down the names of five cities. Spell them to your partner 
as fast as you can.

5  1.17 Listen to the phone conversation and complete the details on the company 
message form.

GHR SYSTEMS
Date:  19/10

Time:  2.45

MESSAGE FOR:  

Caller’s name:  

Caller’s company:  

Message:   

  

  

  

6  1.17 Put the lines of the conversation in the correct order. The first one has been 
done for you. Then listen again and check your answers.
1  GHR Systems. Can I help you?

 It’s Guillermo Moleda from Promax Electronica.
 Thank you. Goodbye.
 Yes, please. Could you ask him to call me back?
 Yes. Can I speak to John Evans, please?
  Yes, it’s Guillermo, G-U-I-double L-E-R-M-O, Moleda, M-O-L-E-D-A. And Promax 

is P-R-O-M-A-X.
  Hold the line, please … I’m sorry, Mr Moleda – there’s no answer. Can I take a message?
 Certainly. Could you spell your name, please?
 Thank you, Mr Moleda. I’ll give Mr Evans your message.
 Who’s calling, please?

7 Work with a partner or your teacher to practise the conversation in 6. Use your own 
name and company or invent them.

12 01 WHO ARE YOU?
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1301 WHO ARE YOU?

Countries and nationalities

3 Where are the people and things from? Complete the table.

Noun Adjective
a parmesan cheese It’s from Italy. It’s Italian.
b the Rolling Stones
c Sebastian Vettel
d IKEA 
e the tango
f Swatch watches
g Sheryl Sandberg 

4 Complete the sentences with a or an, an adjective and 
the words in the box.

car    cheese    city    company    footballer    singer    team

a A BMW is  a German car .
b Ajax is  .
c Lionel Messi is  .
d Nokia is  .
e Edam is  .
f Adele is  .
g Seoul is  .

Spelling

5 Complete the table with the letters A, I, L, U, J, V, E, G 
and S.

/eɪ/ /iː/ /e/ /aɪ/ /əʊ/ /uː/ /aː/
 

H
 

K

B
C
D
 
 

P
T
 

F
 

M
N
 

X
Z

 

Y
O Q

W
 

R

01 Who are you?
Phrase bank: Greetings, meeting and asking about people
Excuse me. Are you …?
A: Hi, my name is … B: Nice to meet you. I’m …
A: Hello, I’m … B: Pleased to meet you. I’m …
A: How are you? B: I’m fine, thanks. And you?

How old is she/he?
Is she/he married?
Where is she/he from?
What kind of business is she/he in?

Vocabulary

Greetings

1 Underline the correct reply.
1 A How are you?
 B a Hello, pleased to meet you.
  b I’m fine, thanks. And you?
  c Good morning.
2 A Pleased to meet you.
 B a Hello, thank you.
  b How are you?
  c Nice to meet you too.
3 A This is Joanne.
 B a Hello, pleased to meet you.
  b Goodbye, Joanne.
  c Thank you, Joanne.
4 A Where are you from?
 B a Austrian.
  b Austria.
  c In Austria.

2 Complete the questions and answers with the words 
in the box and the correct form of the verb to be.

email address    first name    job    married    
phone number    surname

a A What   your  surname ?
 B Baker.
b A What   your  ?
 B David.
c A What   your  ?
 B I   a business manager.
d A   you  ?
 B Yes, I  .
e A What   your  ?
 B It   021 463 4839.
f A What   your  ?
 B It   davidb@euskalnet.com.

LANGUAGE LINKS
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14 01 WHO ARE YOU?

Practice 2
Rewrite the sentences using contractions.
a It is Monday today.
  It’s Monday today.

b She is not married.
  

c I am the production manager.
  

d You are late.
  

e We are from the head office.
  

f They are not colleagues.
  

g We are not at the conference.
  

Practice 3
Rewrite the statements as questions.
a He’s an accountant.
  Is he an accountant?

b He’s Portuguese.
  

c They’re the manufacturers of the product.
  

d She’s the manager of this department.
  

e She’s happy in her new job.
  

f Anita is good with computers.
  

g We’re late for the meeting.
  

Subject pronouns

Practice 4
Complete the sentences with the correct pronouns.
a The Rothschilds are famous for banking, but  they  have 

many different businesses.
b Carmen is from Spain.   is Spanish.
c His car is German.   is an Opel.
d Johann is Swiss.   is from Lausanne.
e ‘What’s his name?’ ‘  is Erik.’
f   am Frédéric Lemond. I’m from France.
g The factory is in Portugal, but   is a 

German company.
h Rina and Paolo are Italian, but   aren’t 

from Rome.

Grammar

The verb to be
Affirmative
I am

English.

You
We
They

are

He
She
It

is

Interrogative
Am I

English? Where

am I

from?
Are

you
we
they

are
you
we
they

Is
he
she
it

is
he
she
it

Negative
I ’m not / am not

English.

You
We
They

’re not / aren’t / 
are not

He
She
It

’s not / isn’t / 
is not

Short answers

Yes,

I am.

No,

I ’m not.
you
we
they

are.
you
we
they

’re not / aren’t.

he
she
it

is.
he
she
it

’s not / isn’t.

Practice 1
Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verb to be: is, are or am.
a His name  is  George.
b They   from the USA.
c Ford   an American company.
d I   the head of marketing.
e We   late for the meeting.
f She   the boss of Hewlett-Packard.
g Our products   world famous.
h Mr and Mrs Baker   here.
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Smartphone owners use their 
devices more for email than 
for making phone calls.
Adobe

When, and why, do you  
turn off your mobile phone?

Anytime, anywhere
Mobile phone etiquette
1 Read the quiz below and answer the questions. Keep a note of your answers.

Learning objectives: 
Unit 2
Business communication 
skills Asking and answering 
questions; Discussing opinions 
on phone use; Roleplay: 
Explaining why you cannot talk 
on the phone
Reading Mobile phone 
etiquette, Smartphone addicts, 
Tablets
Listening Mobile phone 
conversations
Phrase bank Using mobile 
phones
Vocabulary Using a mobile
Grammar Present Simple

02

WORK IT OUT

2 Complete the rule about making questions with regular verbs 
in the Present Simple form.
To make questions in the second person singular, you use 
  + you + verb.

Your mobile is the slimmest, most sophisticated mobile phone on the market. 
You can talk to your friends and family at any time, and in any place. But do you 
use it well? Or do you annoy other people with your bad mobile phone habits? 
Do the quiz to find out.

1 You’re at a restaurant. You start your soup, 
but then the phone rings. Do you:
a turn off the phone without answering?
b answer the call and then ask if you can call 

back later, after the meal?
c answer the call and have a long 

conversation?

3 You go shopping at the supermarket. 
Do you:
a do your shopping with your phone 

switched off?
b quickly call your partner to ask what 

to buy for dinner?
c call your mother to ask which brand of 

washing powder to buy and then chat for 
25 minutes?

2 You’re at the gym. Do you:
a leave your phone in the changing room?
b keep your phone with you, but only answer 

important calls?
c take your phone with you and talk while 

you exercise?

4 You go to the cinema with 
friends. You expect your boss 
to contact you. Do you:
a leave your phone off until the 

end of the film?
b call your boss before the film 

starts to ask what he or she 
wants?

c answer when your boss calls 
in the most interesting part 
of the film?

5 You’re on a crowded train. 
Do you:
a answer calls but not make 

calls?
b make one call home to say 

‘I’m on the train’ and to say 
when you expect to arrive?

c pass the time calling friends 
and sharing details of your 
personal life with other 
passengers?

See page 142 for the results.

1502 ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
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3 Work with a partner. Compare your answers to the quiz in 1 using Do you …?

4  1.18–1.21 Listen to four situations from the quiz in 1. Match the situations to 
the photos.
Situation 1:  

Situation 2:  

Situation 3:  

Situation 4:  

5  1.18–1.21 Listen again and complete the sentences.
Situation 1
a Oh, dear.      . Hello?
b Alan, I’m fine. Listen, I’m at lunch. Can I     

  later?
c All right, Jake.       later, then.
d Sorry    .
Situation 2
e Hello, Della.   Chris  .
f Chris.      ?
g Yes, but    . It can wait till tomorrow.
h Thanks.       tomorrow. I have all the 

documents ready. Bye.
Situation 3
i When you finish your exercise class, can you     

   ?
Situation 4
j Hi, darling,     the 6.30. There was a delay.
k Can you      ? Or I can get a taxi.

6 Work with a partner. Speaker A call Speaker B. Speaker B explain why you cannot talk. 
Then swap roles. Make as many calls as possible! Use the phrases below to help you.
Speaker A Speaker B
Hi, it’s … Hello. Look, I’m in/at …
Of course. Can I/you call/text …
No problem …  Sorry about that.
Speak … later  Bye.
Okay … Bye.

A

C

B

D

16 02 ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
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Connected or addicted?
1 Underline the regular verbs in the Present Simple form in the text below. Which verbs 
are in the third person plural and which are in the third person singular?

WORK IT OUT

2 Complete the rules about regular verbs in the Present Simple form.
a For the third person singular of the Present Simple (he, she and it), you usually 

add   to the end of the verb.
b To form the negative in the third person singular, you put   + not 

before the verb (without s). This is often contracted to  .
c To form questions in the third person singular, you use   + the 

subject + verb (without s).

3 Match the verbs in the box to the definitions.

follow    share    shop    spend    trust    tweet    update    upload

a   buy things
b   believe that something is safe
c   add new information to something
d   write a short message on Twitter
e   use (time)
f   do what a person tells you to do
g   send files from your PC to a website
h   let other people use something that is yours

4 Complete the text with the correct form of the verbs in 3.

  ‘Gen Y’ or Generation Y refers to young people between 18 and 
30 years old. Cisco publishes an annual report on technology 

use in the world – the Cisco Connected World Technology Report. Part of this 
report looks at how Gen Y people use their smartphones in 18 different countries. 
Many Gen Y people are smartphone addicts.

Sally-Anne is a smartphone addict. This means:

• She checks for emails, texts or social media updates every 30 minutes.
• She looks at her smartphone as part of her early morning routine. She gets up – 

then checks her smartphone and gets dressed – then checks her smartphone 
and eats breakfast – then checks her smartphone.

• She takes her smartphone to bed.
• She doesn’t leave her smartphone behind when she goes into the bathroom.
• She sends text messages while driving.
• She regularly uses smartphone apps in her daily life.
• Does the smartphone addict enjoy life? Perhaps not – two out of five users say 

they feel anxious without a smartphone to check.

SMARTPHONE ADDICTS

As a typical Gen Y smartphone addict, Sally-Anne 
(a)   her Facebook page at least once a day. 
She (b)   a lot of time with her friends online. 
She (c)   photos and videos to share or store. 
She also has a Twitter account and she (d)   
at least once a day. She (e)   online and she 

(f)   her email address with websites to 
get discounts and receive information, but she doesn’t 
(g)   Internet sites to keep her data safe. 
Finally, at work she doesn’t (h)   rules about 
using company computers for personal activities.

Social networking

GEN Y

17

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION

02 ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
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5 Work with a partner. Practise asking and answering questions about Sally-Anne using 
the prompts.
a update / Facebook page / every week? – update / every day

A Does she update her Facebook page every week?
B No, she doesn’t. She updates it every day.

b spend time / meeting friends? – spend time / friends online
c upload music / share? – uploads / photos / videos
d tweet / every week? – tweet / every day
e share / email address / shopping websites? – Yes
f trust / Internet sites / keep data safe? – No
g follow / rules / company computers? – No

6 Now ask your partner similar questions to 5 using Do you …?

Smartphones and tablets
1 Look at the graphs on the left and answer the questions.
a Do you use a smartphone or tablet for work, pleasure or both?
b Which activities in the graphs do you do with your phone or tablet? 
c Which activities don’t you do? Why?
d Does your phone or tablet have any apps or features that you don’t use? Why?

2 Work with a partner. Ask and answer the questions in 1.

3 Read the statements. Do you agree? Discuss them with a partner.
a A tablet is a nice thing to have but not useful at work. 
b It is possible to use a tablet for most things. 
c You need a big screen for working on long documents. 
d It’s difficult to type long documents on a touch screen. 
e Recharging a laptop is a problem when you travel. 

4 Read two entries from a technology blog at the bottom of the page. Which of the 
writers agrees with each statement in 3?

5 Complete the sentences with words in bold from the blog.
a Heavy luggage is a problem when you travel, so I make sure my bags are  .
b I have a very   mobile phone; it doesn’t have apps.
c It’s not important to me to look   – I just want technology that works well.
d My office has   space, so we can’t have big meetings there.
e The IT department is very   – they fix computer problems quickly.
f I need a very   computer because I use special software for my work.

6 Are the sentences in 3 true for you?

TH
E
 G

IZ
M

O 1 Why I want a tablet
A tablet fills the gap between a laptop and a smartphone. Tablets are 
light and easy to carry around. It feels comfortable to hold a web 
page in your hands and on a tablet you can see the whole page, not 
just a mobile site on the small screen of a smartphone. Tablets are 
fantastic as e-readers for the same reason. A tablet is ready when 
you need it, but a laptop is slow to start and gets hot on your lap.

At work, a tablet is good for basic things like checking emails. 
Tablets are perfect for watching movies or playing games when 
you’re bored on a business trip.

The battery on a tablet lasts all day, but a laptop battery needs 
recharging if you are away from your desk for a few hours. 
That’s why I want a tablet.

2 Tablet? Not for me!
I have a smartphone and a laptop, so do I really need a 
tablet? The screen on a tablet is too small for working on 
long documents. Also, it’s not efficient to type a long text 
on a touch keyboard. Another problem is that tablets have 
a limited memory for storing documents. A laptop does 
most of the things a desktop PC does, but a tablet is not 
very powerful, so you can’t use programs like Photoshop.

A tablet is easy to carry – but it doesn’t fit in your pocket 
like a smartphone, so you need another bag. A tablet is 
cool and nice to have, but it doesn’t replace a laptop or 
a smartphone. It’s just one more piece of equipment to 
carry around.

For which of the following do you 
typically use a tablet/smartphone?

Email

Playing games

Facebook

Reading books

Reading news

Listening to music

Shopping

Watching movies or TV

Researching restaurants

Researching travel

Email

Making phone calls

Facebook

Listening to music

Playing games

Reading news

Photo management

Researching restaurants

Shopping

Twitter

Number asked = 471

Number asked = 962

Tablet owners

Smartphone owners

72%

67%

61%

59%

50%

46%

44%

42%

30%

30%

79%

78%

58%

52%

48%

37%

26%

24%

20%

20%

18 02 ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
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1902 ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

3 Complete the text with the pairs of words in the box.

help + numbers    hospitals + allow    keep + brief    
make + call    meeting + conversations    public + exit    
send + receive    turning + off

Mobile phone etiquette 
– eight easy tips

a  Think of the people around you when you make 
or take calls in public. Be polite – ask if it is okay 
to  make  or take a  call .

b  If you need to use your mobile phone while in 
a   or at a restaurant, leave the 
room. For some people, these   
are annoying.

c  Use your phone’s silent vibrate feature in 
  places, such as cinemas and 
restaurants. If you expect an important call, 
sit near an   to reduce interruptions.

d  Remember that sometimes   your 
phone   may be the best solution.

e  Use the messaging feature to   
and   text messages without saying 
a word.

f    your conversations quiet and 
 .

g  Use your mobile phone to   others. 
More than 100,000 calls a day are made to 
emergency   to report crimes and 
emergencies.

h  Follow the rules for mobile phone use. Some 
places, such as   or airplanes, don’t 
  the use of mobile phones.

Grammar

Present Simple
Affirmative Interrogative
I
You
We
They

work. Do

I
you
we
they

work?

He
She
It

works.* Does
he
she
it

work?
(NOT works?)

02 Anytime, anywhere
Phrase bank: Using mobile phones
Turn/Switch off your phone.
Leave your phone off.
It’s Della here. / This is Della here.
I’m sorry. Who is that?
Is that Jim?
Can I call you back later?
Can you text it to me?

Vocabulary

Using a mobile

1 Put the verbs in the box into the correct row to make 
collocations. Some verbs can go in more than one row.

answer    call    make    phone    switch off    
take    text    turn on    use

answer your mobile

a call
a colleague

2 Complete the conversations with the phrases in the box.

Ah, that’s better. You cut out.    Ah, wrong number. Sorry.     
Can you hear me now?    I’m in the office.     
No, I’m afraid it isn’t.    No problem. Speak to you later.     
Oh, so am I. See you in a minute, then.     
Pedro, I’m in a meeting. Can I call you back?     
Yes, the signal isn’t very good here.

a A Hello. Hello?
 B Can you hear me now?

 A  

 B  

b A John, this is Pedro here.
 B  

 A  

c A Hi, Maria. This is David. Where are you?
 B  

 A  

d A Hello. Is that Jack?
 B  

 A  

LANGUAGE LINKS
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Practice 2
Look at the information in the table.

Juan Ana

work in a city?
drive to work?
have children?
work in sales?
live in the country?
study in the evening?
play golf?
speak Chinese?

yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
no

no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
no

Read the answers and write questions about Ana and Juan.
a  Does Ana have children?

 Yes, she does. She has two.
b  

 No, he doesn’t. He lives in a flat in the city.
c  

 Yes, he does. He sells computers.
d  

 No, she doesn’t. But she speaks Japanese.
e  

 Yes, they do.

Practice 3

Write short answers for the questions.
a Does Juan drive to work?
  Yes, he does.

b Does Ana work in a city?
  

c Does Juan have children?
  

d Does Ana study in the evening?
  

e Do they play golf?
  

Practice 4
Complete the sentences about Juan and Ana.
a Juan and Ana   to work.
b She   children.
c Ana   in the country and Juan lives 

in the city.
d Ana   in sales – she works in 

accounts.
e Ana   in the evening.
f They   golf.
g Juan   Chinese.

Negative
I
You
We
They

don’t
(do not) work.

He
She
It

doesn’t
(does not) work. (NOT works)

Short answers

Yes,

I
you
we
they

do. No, 

I
you
we
they

don’t.

Yes,
he
she
it

does. No, 
he
she
it

doesn’t.

* Spelling of the third person singular
For most verbs, you add -s:

• work → works
• live → lives
• buy → buys

For verbs ending in -s, -sh, -ch, you add -es:
• miss → misses
• watch → watches
• search → searches

For verbs ending in a consonant followed by -y, you change 
the -y to -ies:

• fly → flies
• study → studies

Do, go and have are irregular:
• do → does
• go → goes
• have → has

Practice 1
Complete the sentences with the verbs in the box in the 
correct form.

drive    fly    go    listen    live    send    study    use

a We   English with a very good teacher.
b He   in Barcelona.
c My new BMW   fast, but it is very safe.
d I   to music in the evening to relax.
e Jacques is a pilot. He   all over the world.
f He   a computer for most things at work.
g She   about 20 emails a day.
h John   an Audi.
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